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INTRODUCTION

C&S Essence (C&S E) is simply designed to try and give you a free taste of
playing the “Chivalry & Sorcery” RPG but with far fewer, and simplified, rules.

C&S is a game set in medieval Europe. This is a time of social inequality and a
rigid hierarchical structure but also a time of changes with the rise of the
merchant classes in the towns eroding the old Feudal structure. Combine the
uncertainty of Feudal warfare, upstart burghers, conflicts between Church and
State and then add in evil magicians, and non-human peoples not necessarily
friendly to Man and you have a broad scope for Heroic, or not so heroic,
adventure. In most cases we have used the male pronoun “he”, this is simply to
save space, there are historical precedents for strong female characters of every
type and class.

THE BASICS
After finding your players all you need are pencils, some paper and need a single
die to play, a 20-sided die (D20) available from any RPG shop. If you don’t have
one, then roll a ten-sided die (D10) and a six sided (D6) together. If the D6 is an
odd number then add 10 to the D10 result. One of the players should be the
Gamesmaster [GM] who will set a scene which the rest of you will have to react
to in the persona of characters you have created.

E.g. You are a knight, other players play his squire and two of his friends, a
magician and a priest. You are travelling on an errand for your father when you
learn that the village you are in is terrorised by dead creatures that rise after the
sun has set. What do you do?

You tell the GM what you want to do, with the aid of your characters skills, his
pre-written notes and some dice you can find out whether you succeed or not.

Your character has attributes which determine, e.g., how strong or how intelligent
he is. To find out the value of each for a beginning character roll your D20, half
the result, round up and add to 5. Once you have done that you have 3 more
points that you can add to any attribute you want.

Anytime you need to perform a difficult task you will roll the D20 and try to get
a result under the appropriate attribute.  Skills that you have might modify that
chance.

THE ATTRIBUTES (ATT)
Strength STR How strong you are
Constitution CON How healthy you are
Agility AGL How fast and nimble you are
Intelligence INT How smart you are
Wisdom WIS How much common sense you have
Discipline DIS How much self-discipline you have
Appearance APP How nice you look
Bardic Voice BV How nice your voice is
Piety PTY How religious you are

The Character also has measures of damage done to him
“Body Points” (BP) (equal to ½STR + CON + 10)) and
“Fatigue” (FAT) (equal to STR + CON)

BP are the general fabric of the body whilst FAT is your stamina and fitness.  In
combat damage is scored against FAT first of all  as people expend energy
dodging wounds.

Once FAT is exhausted your character will start to lose BPs. When fatigue reaches
zero then all attributes are counted as being halved for skill use. Once BPs reach
zero then the character becomes unconscious. If not healed back into positive
body within CON minutes then the character dies.

BPs are recovered at the rate of CON/6 (round up) per day of full rest. FAT is
gained at the rate of CON/10 (round up) per 10 minutes of rest.

If walking then lose 3 points of Fatigue per hour; if running then lose 6 points per
hour.

THE SOCIAL CLASSES

Medieval life was a highly structured and unfair one. Those at the top had
influence and power and often money, those in the middle might have one or two
of the three and at the bottom had none. Each social class gives adjustments to
the attributes of the character, some skills and some points  (SKP) with which to
buy more Skills. All characters get 1 skill level in their native language.

SERFS The poor, tied to the land and dependant on their lords.
+2 STR, +2 AGL, +1 PTY, 5 SKP, +1 skill with brawl, +2
skill with Craft (farming), +1 skill with 1 other craft.
Serfs start with a Quarterstaff or a Flail, the clothes they stand in
and two days of food. Carrying a Flail as a weapon might be seen
as a sign of revolt.

FREEMEN Tenant farmers and craftsmen. Able to move freely
+2 AGL, 7  SKP, +1 skill with bow OR spear, +1 skill with
Craft (farming), +1 skill with any one craft.
Freemen start with 2 silver pennies, their clothes and either a
bow or a spear

TOWNSMEN The workers in the towns
+1 AGL, 9 SKP, +1 skill with knife, +1 skill with two Crafts.
Townsmen start with four silver pennies, a knife, the clothes they
stand in and a set of tools for one of their crafts

GUILDSMEN The new, monied middle-classes establishing power in the towns
11 SKP, +1 skill with sword, +1 skill with two crafts.
Has a suit of clothes, two shillings, a sword and tools for one
craft.

NOBLES The Knights, Barons and Royalty. They have the right to use any
weapon. Many weapons (marked with an [R]) were denied to
non Nobles (SEE UNDER WEAPONS)
+1 AGL, 7 SKP, +1 skill with one weapon, +1 skill with Ride
Horse, +1 skill with one other language
Has two suits of clothes, a riding horse, two weapons of choice,
2 gold nobles and either a suit of chain armour or a trained
hawk.

VOCATIONS

Vocations are the professions followed by the character in life. Each vocation
gives some starting skills and benefits to the character.

VOCATION BENEFIT

WARRIOR This is a fighter whether militiaman or knight
Has 2 skill levels to be used to buy weapon skills, +1 skill
level with Dodge and 1 to use either for Ride or Brawl.

FORESTER Hunters and Trackers of the woods.
Has +1 level of Archery, +1 level of Geography, +1 of
stealth and+2 levels of survival(woods and forests)

BANDIT Thugs for hire
+2 skill levels in one weapon skill oror +1 skill with two
weapons , +1 level of hide, and +1 level of
survival(woods and forests)

THIEF One of the older professions
+1 skill level with knife, +1 of hide, +1 of stealth and
+2 levels of sleight of hand

FRIAR Travelling holy man
+2 skill level with Prayer, +1 level of Singing, +I level of
native language and +1 level of read/write

MAGE Seekers after arcane knowledge
+2 skill levels with magic, +1 level of language, +1 level
of any one Lore and +1 level of read/write

PHYSICIAN Healers and masters of Herb lore
1 level of “herb lore”, 2 level of Healing skill, 1 level of
Poisons and 1 level of language.

MOUNTEBANK Charlatans, confidence tricksters and quacks
+1 skill level of slight of hand, +2 skill levels of Bargain,
+1 skill level of 1 Lore

A Friar character can swap any weapon skill gained because of the Social Class for
skill with Staff, so as to use a much more in keeping Quarterstaff.

 MONEY

The basic unit of currency is the silver penny (p)penny (p),
which can be cut into four farthings (f).farthings (f).
12 pennies make a silver shilling (s)shilling (s)
and 20 shillings make a gold noble (n)noble (n).

ITEM COST ITEM COST

Cheap meal 2f Backpack 2s
Average meal 5f Flint and Steel 6p
Good meal 3p Cooking Equipment 1n
Banquet 6p 20 Arrows or Bolts 2s
Ale (1 pint) 2f 4 yards of rope 1p
Wine (1 pint) 1p Thieves tools 3s
Bad Room/night 3p 2lb loaf 3f
Average Room/night 4p 1lb  salted meat 6f
Good Room/night 5p Torch 2f
Poor tunic 2p 1-gallon Waterskin 4p
Average suit of clothes 20p Riding Horse 10s
Good suit of clothes 3s Warhorse 16n
Clothes for Court 3n Stabling per Horse per Night. 2p+

C&S E has no rules for the weight of objects or their encumbrance. Just
use common sense and your best judgement.
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USING SKILLS AND ATTRIBUTES

Some things, like crossing a well-made bridge or a Blacksmith making a normal
horseshoe, can be assumed to succeed automatically. For the others the GM
should ask that the character roll a D20. The player is trying to roll a number
under to or equal to an appropriate attribute minusminus a number based on how
difficult the task is.

 DF DESCRIPTION DF DESCRIPTION

1 Very simple 9 Difficult
2 Simple 11 Very Difficult
3 Average 14 Extremely Difficult
5 Challenging 16 Nearly Impossible
7 Demanding 18 Impossible

Sometimes skills exist for specific tasks. You can buy these skills for a number of
Skill Points. Each time you pay the Skill points you get an extra level, which adds
11 to your chance to succeed in that skill. The G.M. should feel free to add or
delete skills he doesn’t think appropriate or to add those that he does.

If a skill exists for a task then add the number of levels you have in that Skill to
your chance. If you don’t have an appropriate skill, then subtract twice the SKP
of that skill from your chance. If you have a chance of less than 1 to succeed, roll
anyway. If you get a 1 on the die, roll again, if you roll under half the appropriate
attribute (round up) you succeeded.

SSKILL KILL CCHANCEHANCE SC)SC) The total chance to succeed with a skill
SSKILL KILL LLEVELEVEL (SL)(SL) The number of levels you have in a skill

Someone can assist the person attempting a task, him adding a quarter of the
appropriate Attribute (round up) to the chance.

E.g. Sir Andrew is trying to climb a tree. His Agility is 12, the task is Simple
(-2) but he has never climbed, so he will have to subtract double the CLIMB
skill point cost of 1. His chance to climb into the tree is

12 – 2 – (2 * 1)) = 812 – 2 – (2 * 1)) = 8.
He has to roll 8 or less on a D20 to succeed. If he was to be given help
by his Squire Martin (STR 11) then add 3 to his chance as his Squire
gives his master a boosting lift up the trunk and into the Branches.

RESISTED SKILLS

Sometimes someone will be using a skill in a contest against someone else. Each
rolls their chance. Compare the difference between the chance and the actual roll.
The person with the highest difference wins the contest. If it is a tie the person
with the higher skill wins.  If both fail then try again.

E.g. Sir Andrew is trying to DETECT the dastardly thief who has just stolen his
lady’s favour from his belt. His detect chance is 11, the thief’s HIDE chance is
15. Sir Andrew rolls 7, which is 4 under what he needed. The Thief rolls a
14, he is only 1 under. Sir Andrew spots the thief in the shadowed doorway.

SPECIAL SUCCESSES
For a normal skill check, if you roll a success on the dice that is the exact value of
your chance, then that is a special success. This might be double the wounds
healed or a particularly good item made. If your chance is over 20 then you gain
a SPECIAL SUCCESS whenever you roll a “7”.

A SPECIAL SUCCESS in a resisted roll is one where the winner wins by at least half
the other person’s (attribute + skill level). If the person rolls a “1” when rolling a
SPECIAL SUCCESS then that is a critical success, which is even better.

E.g. in a Bargaining session Ian of Kilbride, with a chance of 12 is trying to
buy a book on Astrology from Old Tom the Mountebank who has a 10
chance but has 1 level of Lore(Astrology) for a total chance of 11.

Ian rolls a 14, but Tom rolls a 1. His chance is not only special but critical.
The GM rules that Ian is so impressed that he thinks the book is in fact worth
4 times Tom’s original asking price.

THE SKILLS

Each skill has a cost per level in skill points, an attribute you use it with and a
short description.

SSKILLKILL SKPSKP ATTATT DDESCRIPTIONESCRIPTION

Archery 3 AGL Bow for hunting or combat
Axe 1 STR Axe use in war
Bargaining 1 BV Haggling to sell at a higher price or by at a

lower price. If the item is covered by a
skill that you have then add half your skill
level (round up) to your chance.

Brawl 1 STR Fisticuffs and wrestling
Bludgeon 1 STR Using a blunt weapon like a club or a

mace.
Climb 1 CON Climbing
Craft 1 AGL Any one skill at making things. Take a new

craft skill for each different craft, e.g.
Carpentry or Blacksmithing.

Crossbow 2 AGL Crossbow for hunting and combat
Detection 1 WIS Hearing or seeing things that are hidden

from you.

SSKILLKILL SKPSKP ATTATT DDESCRIPTIONESCRIPTION

Dodge 1 AGL Being where the attacking weapon isn’t
Flail 2 STR Using a war flail in combat
Geography 2 INT Finding your way around. The further you

are from your usual locality the harder it
gets.

Hide 2 AGL Not being seen.
Healing 2 WIS Patching up wounds and curing disease

Can only be done once per set of wounds.
and subtracts half the level in this skill
(round up) from the character’s wounds..

History 2 INT An area’s history. The further back or the
further from your culture you get the
harder it gets.

Knife 1 AGL Fighting with a knife or dagger.
Language 1 INT Speaking a language. Ancient languages

cost 2 SKP, Languages of other races cost
3 SKP

Lore 2 INT Knowledge on one particular area of
learning, e.g. Herbs or Astronomy.

Magick 4 INT The skill or working magic
Music 1 BV Play 1 musical instrument.
Posions 3 INT Identify and create poisons. If poisoned

you must roll against your CON with half
the poisoner’s SC as a difficulty number.

Prayer 4 PTY The correct prayers to contact your god.
Ride Animal 2 DIS Riding the local riding  Animal
Read/Write 1 INT Reading languages, cost as Language
Shield 2 AGL Putting a bit of wood between you and

your attacker
Singing 1 BV Singing
Sling 2 AGL Using the sling for hunting or war
Sleight of Hand 2 AGL Picking pockets, palming items, picking

locks, defusing traps
Spear 2 AGL Using the spear or lance
Staff 1 AGL The art of the Staff as a weapon
Stealth 2 AGL Sneaking around unheard
Survival
(terrain type)

2 WIS Tracking, foraging and surviving in one
particular terrain type.

Swim 1 CON Swimming
Sword 2 STR Using a sword
Throw 2 AGL Accurate throwing of objects and

weapons.
Willpower 1 DIS Resisting attempts to mentally dominate

ARMOUR

Although armour is assembled from pieces covering different parts of the body
there is no space in C&S Essence for a hit location system. A “suit” of armour is
assumed to be an all-inclusive piece of protection. It works by subtracting from
the damage done by a weapon before damage points are applied to the victim.

ARMOURARMOUR DPDP PP N OTESN OTES

Leather 1 5s Single layer of hide
Akheton (*) 2 10s Quilted canvas
Cuirbouilli 3 35s Treated leather
Brigandine (*) 4 3n Quilted Canvas with metal

reinforcements
Scale armour (*) 5 4n Overlapping scales
“Chain” armour (*) 6 5n
Plate and Mail (*) 7 7n “Chain” armour with plate

reinforcement
Full Plate (*) 8 20n

DP = the amount you reduce damage by
P = the price of the armour
(*)The Akheton is usually worn under heavier forms of armour and is
assumed to be part of them. It can also be worn under Leather and
Cuirboulli armour to add its protection.

SHIELDS
Shields work by reducing (or hopefully preventing totally) damage from reaching
the user. However even if the shield parry fails, unless the attacker gets a critical
success the shield still reduces the damage by its DP amount.

TYPE DP PRICE

Makeshift (stool, dagger, rolled up cloak) 1 Varies
Reinforced Shield, Large 12 1n
Reinforced Shield, Small 9 20s
Wooden shield, Large 7 15s
Wooden shield, Small 6 10s
Wicker shield, Large 4 6s
Wicker shield, Small 3 3s

If a shield stops more damage than its DP, then reduce its DP by 1. It is a fact of
life, shields do not last
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WEAPONS

WEAPON L W D SKILL USED P NOTES

Hand Axe S M 3 AXE 10S

Battleaxe M H 6 AXE 2N [R]
Halberd L 2 9 AXE 55S [R]
Club M M 3 BLUDGEON M
Mace M H 6 BLUDGEON 30S [R]
Maul L 2 8 BLUDGEON 1N

Punch L L 1 BRAWL -
Kick M M 3 BRAWL -
Threshing
Flail

M L 4 FLAIL 5S The weapon of the
Peasant revolt. Can use ½
Farming skill (round up)

War Flail M M 5 FLAIL 2N [R]
Knife S L 1 KNIFE 5S

Javelin M L 3 SPEAR 6S

Spear (1h) M M 4 SPEAR 10S In one hand
Spear (2h) L 2 6 SPEAR 10S Held in both hands
Quarterstaff L M 3 STAFF M
Short Sword S M 4 SWORD 35S

Sword M L 3 SWORD 1N Light townsman’s sword
or Goblin scimitar

Longsword M M 5 SWORD 2N [R]
Knight’s
Sword

M H 6 SWORD 60S [R]

Greatsword L 2 8 SWORD 3N [R]
L = Length (L = Long, M = Medium, S = short)
W = Weight (2 = 2 handed, H = Heavy, M = Medium, L = Light)
D = Base damage of the weapon. A weapon does its base damage, plus

half the attacker’s Strength (a quarter if it is a Light weapon) plus half
the number you succeeded in your skill roll by (round up).

P = Cost of the weapon (M = make it yourself)
[R]=Restricted ownership. The swords are only legally held by Nobles.

The others by Nobles or their troops. Anyone else is assumed to be
a bandit or rebelling against their Lord.

COMBAT

Sometimes persuasion and reason aren’t enough to settle disputes, and it will
come to blows. Combat is divided into rounds of approximately a minute, which
is further divided into blows. To find out how many blows you have divide your
AGL by (round down).

3 for a light weapon
4 for a medium weapon
5 for a heavy weapon
6 for a “2” weapon (except Spear)

Kenneth the Red has AGL14
and is using a Battle axe (a
heavy weapon).
  He has 14/5 = 2 blows.

Each blow is an attack and the person with the most blows goes first. If you are
attacked you can choose to expend a blow (thus losing your next attack) oror you
can spend a point of fatigue in order to react and defend. Each person takes a
blow in turn until everyone has used all their blows and the rounds start again
until combat is finished. If two people have the same number of blows then the
person with the highest AGL goes first.

Combat is a resisted skill. The attacker rolls their attack, the defender rolls their
defence and whoever wins by more wins that challenge.

A special success with an attack from a swung weapon (not spears or knives)
means that the character has been BASHED backwards. They must roll under
their Agility to stay standing, if they fail they are on the ground. A special success
with a defence does the same, (either they have been bashed with the shield, or
the defender has dodged out of the way of the stroke and the attacker has
overbalanced. If they fall over then another D10 goes to fatigue. It takes one
blow to get back up. If it is a Critical success all damage (after armour) goes to
Body Points and add half a D20 (round up) straight to BPs with armour not
protecting.

E.g. Sir Andrew the Graham is under attack by a bandit. The bandit is using an
axe with 3 skill levels and STR(14). Andrew has AGL(13) and 2 levels of skill
with shield. The bandit must roll 17 or less to hit, Andrew must roll under 15. If
Andrew manages to roll under 15 by a number that is greater than the bandits
roll under 17 then he successfully puts the shield in between himself and the axe.

Andrew rolls a 13, two under, but the bandit rolls 3, not only beating Andrew
but ALSO a special success. If there had been a tie then the bandit would still
have won as he has higher skill. Sir Andrew manages to roll under his AGL and
remain standing , though he takes some damage.

The Bandit is using an Axe with a base damage of 3, + 7 for the Strength and
6 for the number under the skill roll skill that makes 16 damage. As Andrew is
wearing scale armour for 5 protection, he loses 11 fatigue.

Attackers can combine against one opponent by adding their skill levels and
attributes then rolling one die. If they succeed then they each do half normal
damage to the attacker, full damage on a special success and a BASH on a critical.

Defenders can also combine shield defences against opponents. Two can combine
against a human sized attacker, three against a Troll or Giant. Just like attackers
they add their attribute (AGL) plus their skill and roll a single die. If they still take
damage then each takes 25% of the damage (round up). If the attacker gains a
special success then both defenders take half damage and if a critical success then
full damage.

DESPERATE DEFENCE

If you are worried about being outclassed in combat then you can expend 4 FAT
for a desperate defence. Add a D20 roll to the skill of the defender. Subtract
double that same number from the next attack within two rounds.

RECKLESS ATTACK

If you are worried about not being able to penetrate the defence of a foe an
attacker can, when attacking, expend 2 FAT and add a D20 to the skill of the
attacker, however you must also remove the same amount from the next defence
you try within two rounds..

RANGED WEAPONS

WEAPON BR BD P NOTES

BOW 10 6 2n
CROSSBOW 16 6 3n
JAVELIN 6 4 6s
SLING 7 3 10p
SPEAR 6 5 10s
THROWN AXE 5 2 Varies
THROWN KNIFE 6 1 5s
THROWN ROCK 6 2 -
RANGE ADJ DP
SHORT +1 +2
LONG -2 -1
EXTREME -4 -2
MAXIMUM -8 -4

BR = Base Range in yards
½ x BR is SHORT RANGE

3 X BR IS LONG RANGE
5 X BR IS EXTREME RANGE

12 X BR IS MAX RANGE

BD = Base Damage
Damage is as for melee weapons,
add half STR (quarter STR for
thrown knife and rock) and half
the number you made your skill
roll by to the damage.  Adjust
the damage depending on the
range

ADJ is the number to add (or subtract) from your skill chance when you are
firing at that range. To find rates of fire use the calculations below (round up)

Archers have AGL/5 shots per round.
Crossbowmen have a shot every (32/ AGL) rounds.
Slingers can loose AGL/6 times per round.
Thrown weapons can be hurled AGL/7 times per round.

If a target can see the missile coming then they can dodge or use their shield to
block it.

PRAYER

Priests, who tend a parish, and Friars, who wander, can pray to their deity to
intercede with a miracle. This might be to heal a wound or to smite an ungodly
foe. Prayer is treated as a skill, the actual prayer however has a difficulty number
(DF), the more powerful and complex the intercession, the higher the DF. The DF
is subtracted from the Friar’s Prayer Skill Chance and is cumulative during the
day, so if you do two Blessings and a Mass in a day the first Bless has a DF of 2,
the second has a DF of 4 and the Mass has a DF of 5. At six o’clock in each
morning the cumulative effect resets with the first Prayer being at its normal cost.

Prayers that directly affect the enemies of the Friar are resisted by the PTY of the
target of the Prayer. If they have the Prayer skill then they add the Skill level to
their resistance. For the blow system, Prayer is a “Heavy” weapon and unless
stated otherwise a Prayer takes three blows. If a character shows a lack of respect
or blasphemes the Friar’s Deity then they cannot benefit from Bless or Mass.

PRAYER DF EFFECT

MASS 1 Affects all those who share the same religion as the Friar
within earshot. Adds half the Friar’s Prayer skill level
(round up) to any task done the next day. Can only be
done once a day and is only effective until the following
dawn. Takes half an hour to say Mass.

BLESS 2 Affects only one person, the next act they try and
perform will be boosted by half the Friar’s Prayer  Skill
Chance (round up)

LAY ON
HANDS

3 Restores half the first BPs then FAT to the person
touched. The amount restored = half the PTY of the
person touched plus the Prayer skill level of the Friar.

GODLY

STRENGTH

4 Adds half the Prayer skill chance to the target’s strength.

UNMASK THE

INFIDEL

4 Reveals the identity of any enemies of the Friar’s faith
within (Skill Level) yards

SMITE THE
UNGODLY

6 Adds the PTY of the Target to weapon skill  chances
when fighting enemies of the Friar’s faith.

PURIFY 3 Purifies food and drink if spoiled or tainted.
REMOVE

CURSE

1 Lifts a curse from one Character. A Curse will have a
Difficulty Number that it subtracts from the chance.

EXORCISE

SPIRIT

6 Banish a Spirit or Undead Creature. The Spirit must enter
a Resisted Skills Contest between the Exorcise Prayer and
the Spirit’s will.

BLOCK THE

INFIDEL

7 Any infidel or creature of evil subtracts half the Friar’s
Prayer Skill Chance from any skill whilst within 4 yards of
the Friar.
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MAGICK

Magicians are people who try and control the complex forces of nature, whether
they believe these stem from a Divine or a Natural force. When a magician learns
a spell he pays the SKP point cost once, just to learn the spell. His chance to cast
the spell is based on his Magick skill chance.

The more levels of Magick skill the magician has also the further he will be able to
project his power and the more he can do with it. As mages grow in power they
often make a focus, this might be a Staff, or Wand, or Ring or Dagger that the
Mages uses to concentrate and project his power.

All mages know a spell that allows them to store up to twice their Magick skill
level in Fatigue Points into a single item. If they have a focus then they can store
up to four times their Magick SL in fatigue in the focus to use  to power spells
later.

However although he taps other forces to his will, it still costs the Mage FAT to
control a spell, the cost is

(3 * SKP) – ML(3 * SKP) – ML SKP = Skill Point cost of the Spell
ML = the level of Magick Skill the character has.

Even if this would reduce the cost to below 1, however, a spell always costs at
least one point. Note that Non mages can learn a spell, but if they don’t have
the Mage skill then the spell will always cost more to cast and their chance to
cast is always INT – 6 for not having this skill.

If the mage has a focus then the cost of the spell is ((2 * SKP) – ML).

Spells that affect other people always have up to 4 yards range and affect one
person. If there is a duration then it is always  (SKP * 5) minutes(SKP * 5) minutes

However the spell can be adjusted to greater range, power and numbers affected
by taking more time and feeding in more fatigue. You can only make as many
adjustments as you have levels in the Magick skill.

For each 4 yards of range } Add half the SKP (round up)
For each other person affected } to the SKP cost before
For each extra period of duration } multiplying

If the mage has a focus then the ranges of a spell are doubled so that you pay for
8 yard increments rather than 4 yard.

In combat spell casting is taken as being a “light” weapon, and a spell takes two
blows to cast. For each adjustment made you must take another two blows AND
reduce your cast chance by 1.

Katarin von Rundel wishes to cast  charm on Niall von KleinerFluss. He is 10
yards away and she wants the spell to last at least half an hour. That is 1
adjustment for range and 1 for duration. She has INT 13, has 3 levels in
magick and a focus so the spell

Has the FAT cost of (DOUBLE (SKP + 1 + 1) ) - 3
(2 * (2 + 2) – 3) = 5(2 * (2 + 2) – 3) = 5

and her chance is INT + MAGICK LEVELS + FOCUS BONUS – 1 - 1
(13 + 3+ 2) – 2 = 16(13 + 3+ 2) – 2 = 16 vs Niall’s Resistance of 12.

And it takes her six blows to cast the spell (two to cast the spell and two
for each adjustment).

Spells that affect the target’s mind are resisted rolls versus the target’s DIS (plus
Willpower skill). Spells that shoot missiles that have to travel to the target can be
dodged. In the spells given that is just the Create Fire spell, the GM may chose to
create more.

SPELL NAME SKP R D EFFECT

FOCUS 6 N N The focus helps the mage direct his spell.
It reduces the energy cost and gives him a
+2 bonus to his skill.

CHARM 2 Y Y Entrances target to do the magician’s
bidding as long as it doesn’t threaten the
victim’s life. Sample Charms include ‘FALL

SLEEP’, ‘RUN AWAY’, ‘DO NOT MOVE’
SENSE MAGICK 2 Y Any item within the sight of the Mage that

has a spell cast on it or has magickal
properties shows up as glowing.

BLURRY IMAGE 3 Y Y Subtracts half the Mage’s skill chance from
any attack on the target.

CREATE FIRE 3 Y Y Creates a small fire. If cast on another it
can be dodged. It does Magick SL * 4
damage

OPEN LOCK 3 N N Opens a  lock with the Mage’s Magick SC
as their skill chance

MAGE LOCK 3 N Y Locks together two surfaces with the
Mage’s Magic SC as the strength of the
bond.

CIRCLE OF

PROTECTION

4 N Y For a circle of the Mage’s SL in yards any
attacker must subtract half the Mage’s SC
from any attack Includes ranged attacks
and spells.

R = Ranged (Y[es]/N[o]) D = Duration (Y[es]/N[o])

EXPERIENCE

After every adventure the characters are given experience points. These points
can be spent

On skills. Each skill point costs 3 Experience points
On Attributes. To add an attribute point you must spend experience

 points equal to double your current attribute.
E.g. Duncan d’Ainscouge has STR 13. If he wants STR 14 then he must

spend 26 experience points.

The GM grants
22 points to each character that survives the adventure
11 point to each character that fulfils the primary function of his vocation  in a

way that benefits the group.
11 point to a character if the GM feels that the player played the character

well according to predefined patterns of behaviour.
The GM may decide to award one or two extra points if the dangers or challenges
the adventurers faced were extraordinary.

THIEVERY AND OTHER GAMESMASTERING SITUATIONS

These rules are just an insight into the concepts of the Chivalry and Sorcery
system but they should allow you to deal with most situations. A couple of
examples.

If a Thief (Or mage using OPEN LOCK spell) tries to open a lock then that
becomes a resisted skill between the thief’s SLEIGHT OF HAND skill, and the
locksmith’s CRAFT (LOCKSMITH) skill OR, the GM might simply decide to
subtract half the Locksmith’s Skill Chance as a Difficulty Number.

If the Demoiselle Marie-Paul wishes to throw a garland of flowers over the head
of her true love, the Chevalier Marc and she is behind him, there is nothing in
the rules to cover “attacks from behind”. The GM decides that the throw is
not resisted and that she gains +2 to her THROW chance.

CREATURE NAME BODY FAT BLOWS

ATTACK

S.C.
BASE

DAMAGE

DODGE

S.C.
WILL

S.C. DP NOTES

Boar 57 34 3 22 16 10 18 9
Deer, hart 25 18 5 10 10 18 12 2
Deer, stag 32 20 5 12 12 17 12 2
Dog 23 20 3 15 8 15 15 1
Rat PackNN 12 24 4 15 6 9 12 0 12 rats. Bite is SC 6 poison
Wolf 41 32 4 21 12 16 17 2
Dire WolfNN 43 34 4 23 14 17 18 3
Pony 61 27 3 12 15 13 18 1
Horse 84 38 3 11 17 13 18 1
Warhorse 89 43 3 16 22 14 18 6 Gives + 4 bonus to rider’s

attack
Demon, ImpNN 57 30 4 17 9 19 17 0 M(30/10/40)
Mountain TrollNN 114 56 2 27 20 10 17 15 M(21/5/10)
Water TrollNN 108 56 4 28 22 18 22 13 M(25/7/20)
GhoulNN 49 32 3 17 11 16 16 1 Undead
SkeletonNN 54 0 3 12 7 10 12 0 Undead
Skeleton WarriorNN 62 0 3 17 12 10 15 5 Undead
Living DeadNN 64 0 3 15 12 10 14 2 Undead
Elf Warrior 30 26 4 15 10 18 13 3 Short Sword M(18/3/9)
Dwarf Warrior 33 28 2 17 13 14 14 6 Battle Axe
Orc WarriorNN 32 27 4 16 6 15 13 5 Goblin Scimitar

N N = This creature has night vision and can see in the night and dark as well as a human can in a dull day.
M(N/X/Y) means the person has a Magick Skill Chance 0f N, a Skill level of X and Y skill points to spend on Spells

The Bestiary for C & S Essence is
only a fraction of the creatures and
intelligent peoples available with the
full rules, some of which, Elves,
Orcs and Trolls to name but three
are available to play as characters.

This is just a taste of the concepts
of Chivalry and Sorcery and does
not represent the actual system. If
you liked it then you can either buy
“C&S Light” for an inexpensive
introduction to the actual C&S
system, or buy “Chivalry and
Sorcery, the Rebirth” for the full
C&S Experience.
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